
მე-13 კვირის მასალა  

Headway beginner: Unit 13 Here and now  

Grammar : present continuous tense 

Vocabulary: colours; clothes; 

                                       Present continuous tense 

                                     აწმყო განგრძობითი დრო 

აწმყო განგრძობითი დრო გამოხატავს ისეთ მოქმედებას, რომელიც ხდება  საუბრის მომენტში ან 

მოქმედება  ჯერ არაა  დასრულებული. იგი იწარმოება  to be დამხმარე ზმნით და  საუღლებელ ზმნაზე ing-

ის დამატებით 

Affirmative   Interrogative   Negative 

I am playing   Am I playing?   I am not playing 
You are playing   Are you playing?  You are not playing 
He is playing   Is he playing?   He is not playing 
She is playing                   Is she playing?   She is not playing 

         
It is playing   Is it playing?   It is not playing  
We are playing   Are we playing?   We are not playing 
You are playing   Are you playing?  You are not playing  
They are playing  Are they playing?  They are not playing 
 
მოკლე ფორმის შემთხვევაში უნდა  გვახსოვდეს, რომ: 
I am = I’m  ხოლო უარყოფით ფორმაში  I’m not 
სხვა  დავარჩენთან  
You are= you’re ხოლო უარყოფითში you aren’t 
 
ასევე საყურადღებოა  მართწერის წესები: 
ა) თუ ზმან ბოლოვდება  e-ზე, -ing-ს დამატებისას e ჩამოშორდება; 
მაგ.  
take – taking;     argue – arguing; 
ბ) თუ ზმნა  ბოლოვდება  ერთ მოკლე ხმოვანზე, ბოლო თანხმოვანი ორმაგდება : 
hit- hitting;   swim – swimming; 
გ)  თუ ზმან ბოლოვდება  y-ზე დაემატება  პირდაპირ -ing; 
Enjoy – enjoying;   carry – carrying; 
აწმყო განგრძობით დროსთან გამოიყენება : now- ახლა; today- დღეს; at the moment - ახლა ; tonight - 
ამაღამ; this week - ამ კვირაში;  
ინგლისურ ენასი არის ზმნები, რომლებიც განგრძობით დროსი არ გამოიყენება : like; love; hate; want; 
need; prefer; know; realize; mean; belong; contain. 
თუ ზმნა  have გამოხატავს კუთვნილებას არ გამოიყენება  განგრძობით დროში. მაგ:  
She has a son  მაგრამ  She is having a shower now  
  
 
 



Complete the sentences. 
 
 1. His dad and brother ________(cycle) to the 
shops. 
 2. We __________ (not travel) in Japan. 
 3. I __________ (sunbathe) on the beach. 
 

 
 4. She __________ (not watch) TV. 
 5. They __________ (not swim) in the sea. 
 6. Sue __________ (stay) at home today. 
 

 
Add the –ing.  
 
 1. camp ______________ 
 2. swim ______________  
 3. travel______________  
 4. walk ______________  

 5. have ______________ 
 6. write ______________  
 7. cook ______________  
 8. shop ______________ 

 
 

Reading 
Read the introduction to the TV programme The Secret Millionaire. What does the millionaires do in the 
programme? Why are they called Secret Millionaires? 
 

                                                               The Secret Millionaire 

       The Secret Millionaire is a programme on TV’s Channel 4. Every week a different millionaire leaves 

his or her comfortable, expensive home and lives and works for ten days with people who aren’t rich 

and need help. The people don’t know who he or she is they are ‘secret millionaires’. 

        Colin Cameron is this week’s millionaire. He started his business 25 years ago when he was 19. He’s 

now worth $ 60 million and lives with his wife and two teenage sons in a beautiful, big country house. 

He also has a house in Majorca, and apartments in London and New York. He drives a yellow 

Lamborghini and even has a private plane. He says: ‘I’m a very lucky man. Now I want to help people 

who are not as lucky as I am, especially young people.’ 

         This week is different. Colin left his family last weekend and went by train to Manchester. He is 

now living in Moss Side, a poor area of the city. He is staying with a married couple, Roger and Margaret 

Watson. They think he is looking for work in Manchester. 

        Roger and Margaret live in a small flat on the 8th floor of an apartment block. They only have one 

bedroom so Colin is sleeping on the sofa in the living room. They run a hostel for homeless teenage 

boys.  

        This week Colin is working with the boys in the hostel, an old, grey building in a busy road. Some of 

the boys can’t read and write very well and he is helping them learn so that they can find jobs. 

        Roger, Margaret and the boys like Colin. They think that he is a good teacher. They have no idea he 

is a millionaire. Colin says: ‘I’m missing my family a lot but Roger and Margaret are wonderful people. 

I’m enjoying me time with them very much. I’m learning a lot about life. At the end of the week I want 

to give them $100 000 to build a new hostel. I’d like to bring my sons here to meet them all.’ 

 



New words:

Comfortable – მოხერხებული; კომფორტული 

  

Homeless – უსახლკარო 

Secret – საიდუმლო; იდუმალი 

Worth – ფასეული, ღირებული 

Country house – ქალაქგარე სახლი 

Apartment – ბინა  

Private – კერძო, საკუთარი 

Especially – განსაკუთრებით 

Couple – წყვილი 

Floor – 

იატაკი; სართული

Hostel – საერთო საცხოვრებელი 

 

1. Answer the following questions. 

1. What is the name of the Secret Millionaire? 

2. Is he married? 

3. How many children does he have? 

4. What colour is his car? 

5. Where do Roger and Margaret live? 

6. What do they do for homeless teenager boys? 

2. Read This week is different. Are the sentences true (√) or false (x)?  

     1. Colin went to Manchester by bus.    [ ] 
     2. He’s staying in a flat in the center of the city.  [ ] 
     3. He isn’t sleeping in a bedroom.      [ ] 
     4. The hostel is for homeless boys and girls.   [ ] 
     5. He’s helping the boys to read and write.   [ ] 
     6. They don’t think that he is a good teacher.   [ ] 
     7. Colin isn’t enjoying the work at all.    [ ] 
     8. He wants to give Roger and Margaret a lot of money. [ ] 
 
3. Speaking  
What do you think? 
▪ How is Colin a typical millionaire? 
▪ Why would Colin like his sons to meet the boys? 
▪ Do you think the TV programme is a good idea? 
 

Vocabulary  

What colour are these things? 

1. A London bus    √ _____________ 

2. A New York taxi  √ ____________ 

3. Milk                         ____________ 

4. The sea   √  _____________      

5. Grass       √  _____________ 

6. The night √ _____________ 



7. Chocolate √ _____________      8. Clouds       √ _____________

 

 

Everyday English  

1 I’m thirsty  A Why don’t you take some aspirin? 

2 I’m hungry  B Why don’t you have an early night? 

3 I’m cold. 1 C Here! Have some water! 

4 I have a 

headache. 

 d Well, why don’t we go out and have something to eat? 

5 I’m tired.  e Put on my jumper! It’s lovely and warm! 

6 I’m hot!  f Why don’t you go for a swim? 

7 I’m bored!  g With me? Oh, dear! What did I do? 

8 I’m angry!  h Read this book! It’s brilliant! 

9 I’m worried.  i Well, take some aspirin and go to bed! 

10 I have a cold.  j What’s new? You’re always worried! 

 

           every√_______________ 


